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The neutral colors are black, <white, and gray. The term neu-
tral, however, usually refers not only to these but also to all the
tans, beiges, sand colors, natural wood color, and brown, which
have no very definite color of their own. Such colors are most
valuable in home furnishing, for large background areas are often
neutral in color. The true neutrals are cool in effect.
Black suggests mystery, wisdom, or sophistication and in decora-
tion can be employed to create dramatic or other extreme effects.
To a decorative scheme of dark colors it adds spirit and interest,
but in a light color scheme it gives too much contrast and makes
other colors appear faded. Small accents of black are often effec-
tive. Black carpets are sometimes satisfactory with Modern or
Oriental furnishings, but they require constant care as they show
all marks and dust. Black furniture, particularly Oriental pieces,
is sometimes used in rather luxurious settings.
White is a recurring favorite between periods of colorful decora-
tion because of its serenity and coolness. White and off-white are
generally approved for both exteriors and interiors of houses. Some
unusual interior color schemes expressing luxury, delicacy, and
femininity are based on white floors and carpets. An inexperi-
enced person might well use white walls throughout an entire
house. White is valuable for the opportunity it gives to display
other colors. Pure white is best with cool colors whereas cream
and off-white are usually more harmonious in warm schemes.
Gray, which is produced by mixing black and white, has no
particular character of its own, although in light tints it seems
gentle and serene, and in dark shades dignified and restrained.
Grays may be warm or cool. A pale, warm gray containing either
yellow or violet makes a pleasing wall color. A dark gray wall
can serve as an advantageous background for etchings or drawings.
Gray stain on woodwork and furniture is more unusual than brown
and is agreeable where a cool effect is desired. Gray is a valuable
color in Modern decoration as it permits emphasis to be placed on
the form of objects by minimizing their color. Gray should be
accompanied by some brilliant color to counteract its neutrality.
A dominance of gray in a home may indicate a lack of imagination
on the part of the owner. Pale gray is a pleasing color for exterior
walls of houses; white houses look well with roofs and shutters of
slate gray.

